
833	 TRAFFIC CRASH INVESTIGATION 

I.	 PURPOSE: To provide traffic crash investigators and supervisors with step-by
step guidelines for organizing and conducting thorough investigations of serious 
injury, fatality, and hit-and-run crashes. 

II.	 GUIDELINES: 

A.	 Upon notification of a crash, the officer shall: 

1.	 Note the time and exact location of the crash as provided by radio 
or a citizen; 

2.	 Advise radio of the crash location and probable response time 
(other officers might be closer); 

3.	 Arrange for emergency equipment and assistance while enroute to 
the scene when there is reason to believe that a serious crash or 
hazards to traffic may exist; 

4.	 Choose the safest and quickest approach, taking into consideration 
possible traffic congestion or developing hazards; and 

5.	 While enroute, look for any freshly damaged, fleeing vehicles, in. 
case the crash was a hit-and-run. 

B.	 Upon arrival at the scene, the officer shall: 

1.	 Protect the scene to prevent additional crashes; consider the 
liability involved; and call for any necessary assistance; 

2.	 Care for the injured; document dying statements or declarations; 
and summon necessary emergency vehicles and equipment if they 
are not at the scene or enroute; 

3.	 Look for traffic hazards such as fires, oil slicks, downed electrical 
wires or flammable liquids. These hazards shall be protected with 
traffic cones, barricades, or police cars. Flares may be used when 
flammable liquids and vapors are not present. 

4.	 Locate drivers, passengers and witnesses; and utilize competent 
volunteers safely when emergency assistance is needed; 
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5.	 Consider the possibilities of hit-and-run; initiate any required 
broadcast alerts; notify supervisors of the seriousness of the crash; 
and 

6.	 After aiding the injured, secure the scene to preserve evidence. 

C. When the emergency is under control, the officer shall: 

1.	 Note and mark the location of injured persons before the 
paramedics move them. It may become necessary to take 
measurements later. 

2.	 Separate the witnesses and drivers before conducting preliminary 
interviews; 

3.	 Ask for identification and question witnesses who appear to be 
anxious to leave; collect their statements and note the location 
from which their observations were made; and document their 
homelbusiness addresses and homelbusiness telephone numbers so 
that a subsequent, more detailed interview can be conducted; 

4.	 Conduct preliminary questioning of drivers, identify their vehicles 
and determine their locations; and note the extent of their injuries 
and such conditions as intoxication, nervousness, confusion, or 
shock. 

5.	 If a supervisor is not at the scene, request one. He will evaluate the 
crash, and determine what professionals need to be called, i.e., hit
and-run detective, SAD, medical examiner, crime lab, or risk 
management (City Claims) etc. and whether the next of kin should 
be notified by the assigned detective; 

6.	 Arrange tests for suspected intoxicated drivers involved in the 
crash who are at hospital(s) and/or obtain updates on the 
seriousness of injuries; 

a.	 The investigator must have probable cause to believe the 
person is the driver and is intoxicated. Signs of 
intoxication, such as the odor of an alcoholic beverage, 
slurred speech, or unsure balance, should be used when 
establishing probable cause for nUl. The probable cause 
must be listed in the report and affidavit. 

b.	 Under unusual circumstances, a certified paramedic may 
conduct a legal blood alcohol test on an injured defendant 
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or victim driver at the crash scene. Whenever possible, a 
legal blood alcohol test should be performed before any 
medication is administered. 

7.	 After original photographs are taken, mark those places where 
persons and damaged vehicles came to rest;. and take 
measurements and record the disposition of those items. 

8.	 Observe vehicle conditions noting: engine on/off; lights on/off; 
radio on/off; NC on/off; windows up/down; tires flat/bald/tread; 
gear selector position; brake pedal strength; and whether the 
speedometer was stuck at any position; 

9.	 Ensure that property belonging to accident victims is protected 
from theft or pilferage. 

a.	 Property may be placed with the person being transported 
to a hospital if they are able to:accept responsibility for said 
property. 

b.	 When an accident victim is incapacitated and unable to 
accept responsibility for their property, the officer shall 
enter the property into the Property Section as directed in 
existing procedures. 

D.	 Investigation at crash scene: 

I.	 Search for clues and all physical evidence to be preserved for 
photographs, measurements and/or collection. 

2.	 Photograph the following: injuries to, and position of bodies; 
skidmarks, with close-ups and overall views; area of impact; 
gouges; scrapes; vehicle damage (interior, exterior, undercarriage); 
final resting points; ruts/furrows in the grass/soil areas; location of 
debris; imprints on vehicles; paint transfers; rub-offs; view 
obstructions; traffic control devices; street signs; fluid spills or 
splatters; road defects; aerial photos of intersections/interchanges; 
defective equipment; embedded hair, blood, clothing on.,articles; 
curve, incline, decline, of roadways; overall views of roads and 
scenes; important landmarks; road surface conditions (rain, 
puddles, gravel, loose dirt, etc.); imprints on clothing, body, shoes; 
and views ofwitnesses. 

a.	 After the original crash scene photographs have been taken, 
the investigator may add a ruler or tape measure in another 
photograph to show sizes of smaller articles. 
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b.	 Photograph that which is applicable to the crash scene. 
Include traffic signs, traffic lights, and roadway markings. 

c.	 Photograph each vehicle's path of travel, in planned 
segments, from the possible point of perception to the final 
resting place. 

3.	 Measurement style: Use the coordinate method by choosing a 
permanent reference point (RP), (while usually a comer of the 
nearest intersection, it can also be a utility pole, comer of a 
building or any point that can be accurately located at a later time) 
and establish a reference line (RL), (usually the road edge/curb line 
of a roadway). Start from the reference point along the reference 
line then off at right angles on either side of the reference line to 
the article to be measured. Example of a legend entry: Article
headlamp - from RP - 6 ft. 3 in. East and 2 ft. 7 in. North. Measure 
to the closest inch. Do not try to draw diagrams to scale, or clutter 
-them' with, numerous' measurements. Rough drafts should be 
placed into evidence for later testimony. 

4.	 Measurements to consider: Width of streetslIanes; skidmarks 
before and after impact; skips; gaps; ruts/furrows; yaw 
marks/striations;- scuffmarks; acceleration marks; width of 
skidmarks; any irregular skids; flat-tire skids; studded tire skids; 
fade mark skids; length of scrapes/gouges; general location of 
debris; point of impact; vehicles' final resting points; positions of 
spills/splatters; height/distance vehicles travelled airborne; 
locations of evidence; deep impressions in vehicles that are 
severely damaged; wheel base/widths of vehicles; height of 
inclines, declines; signs; obstructions; curbs; eyesight of drivers 
when in vehicle; positions of bodies; positions of witnesses, when 
applicable; and important landmarks. 

5.	 Measurement tools to utilize: 100 foot cloth tape; pencils/pens; 
clipboard with hole for template to measure grades; template with 
scales; chalk, crayon, or spray paint for marking; nail or spike to 
hold cloth tape while measuring; hammer; rubber bands to hold 
papers on clipboard in winds; sheet of plastic to protect 
reports/sketches; stopwatch; flashlight; camera; evidence bags; 
rope or string; police car with certified speedometer/odometer; 
radar gun; drag factor wheel; heavy duty scale; urine/blood 
collection kits; and calculator with square root key. These tools 
may be acquired from street supervisors, the property room, hit
and-run detectives, crime labs, and fellow officers; 
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6.	 Safety equjpment to use: Flares; street reflectors; reflective jackets 
or raincoats; police cars with operating flashers or rotating 
beacons; barricades; traffic wands and cones. Portable traffic signs 
and utility lighting may be acquired from the city or state Road 
Department, if needed. 

7.	 Physical evidence to collect: Photographs; samples of blood, skin 
and hair; clothing with blood stains, tire/vehicle print transfer, tears 
or bums, imbedded soil or glass, etc.; head/tail light fragments; 
fingerprints on vehicles from victims/suspects; chip paint 
fragments; body parts from hit-and-run vehicles; cross-cut tire 
samples or molds; samples of blood, urine, saliva and breath. 
When serious injuries indicate a possible fatality and a detailed 
inspection is necessary, impound the vehicles and store them in the 
secure shed at the impound lot for the crime lab or FDLE lab. 
Collect the following: pertinent personal articles; underbody soil 
samples; statements from witnesses and/or suspects; signed SAO 

":::'rights cards;; consent to interview forms;:photo.packs; radio:room 
taped phone calls and authorized taped interviews; headlamp 
terminals or sealed beam headlights to test for light on/off. Check 
for evidence if car is stolen, or has been used in a crime. 

IMPORTANT: Only after the crash scene is photographed and 
measured can the collection of evidence begin. 

8.	 Reports to record data: Crash/supplement reports; medical 
examiner reports; arrest affidavits; traffic citations; impound 
reports; criminal traffic supplements; evidence slips; alcohol 
and/or drug reports; hospital charts; assorted lab reports; 
statements of witnesses/suspects; consent to interview forms; 
signed SAO rights cards; legend/diagrams of before, at, after crash 
scenes for clarity and/or court presentations; original field notes, 
and observation reports of the weather and lighting conditions at 
the crash scene. Do not request or receive information from 
medicalcharts. They are protected under the law. 

E.	 Tests to conduct or consider: Vehicle inspection, including brakes, 
steering, headlights, tail/stop lights, tum signals, wipers, tires/rims, 
accelerator linkage, stuck/broken speedometers, mirrors; analysis of 
breath, blood, urine; specific gravity tests of headlamp fragments to 
determine make of vehicle; sealed headlamps/terminals to detennine if 
lights were on/off in crash; fingerprint identifications; skid tests with 
suspect car or similar car, using drag factor wheel on surfaces and areas 
involved. Conduct stopwatch times/distances to accelerate across 
intersection or make certain maneuvers, weigh vehicles involved plus their 
load. Some of these tests may require the assistance of certified 
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mechanics, crime, lab technicians, trained and equipped hit-and-run 
detectives, certified lab technicians, or traffic experts within the 
Department. 

F.	 Types of charges: 

I.	 Civil Infractions: On some occasions, no one will be cited/arrested. 
Except when the violator is deceased, officers shall obtain 
supervisory· approval if they believe issuing a citation is 
inappropriate. 

2.	 Misdemeanors: D.U.!. Involving Property Damage F.S. 
§316.l93(3)(c)l; Reckless Driving F.S. §316.192; and Leaving the 
Scene (attended property) F.S. §316.061. 

3.	 Felonies: D.U.!. Involving Serious Injury F.S. §316.l83 (3)(c)2; 
D.U.!. Involving Death F.S. §316.l93(3)(c)3; Manslaughter (by 

._.·culpable ...negligence) F.S. §782.07;·:Vehicular ..Homicide F.S. 
§782.071; Leaving the Scene with Injuries F.S. §316.027; and 
D.U.I. Manslaughter F.S. §316.l93(3)(c)3. 

4.	 Multiple Charges: 

Officers may charge drivers with civil traffic infractions and 
criminal traffic violations simultaneously; however, each offense 
or infraction must include an element that the other does not. Do 
not charge drivers with infractions which are lesser included 
offenses of a charged criminal offense. 

Example: A driver should not be charged with reckless driving and 
cited for careless driving for the Sl!llle incident. 

G.	 Coordinate the investigation: 

1.	 Supervisors should coordinate overall efforts with hit-and-run 
detectives, the medical examiner, SAO, evidence technicians, lab 
technicians, traffic engineers, reconstruction experts, and other 
police agencie,s involved. 

2.	 Traffic charges may be delayed, pending further investigation, to 
locate hit-and-run vehicles and/or drivers, obtain warrants, etc. 

3.	 Use proper felony charges when serious injury may result in death. 
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H.	 Public relations: 

Notify the street supervisor or shift commander of the progress and results 
of the investigation. Do not allow the release of names of persons killed 
or seriously injured until the next of kin has been notified. The media 
should be escorted through the crash scene only under strict supervision. 

1.	 Prosecution: 

1.	 Contact experts in the appropriate fields of the investigation for 
opinions, conclusions, and results. 

2.	 Prepare to present reports, lab results, evidence, photos, diagrams, 
witriesses, and statements to the SAO for depositions and final 
trials. 

3.	 Ensure blood samples are forwarded to the lab by detective 
personnel in the appropriate time period to prevent deterioration. 

Supersedes SOP 833 dated 9/92. 
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